When classical Soprano meets Powerchords (Main Echo; May 21, 2016)
Concert: DüsterLust convinced with concert in Miltenberger Beavers - Emerging band takes a clear stand
against racism in their lyrics
Crystal-clear, sublime resounding soprano vocals and hard powerchords - they go together? Yes: That this mixture of
classic and metallic-rock elements works well; the band DüsterLust proofed it at their concert on Thursday night in the
Beavers.
From the outset DüsterLust used its broad range of instruments clever and bribed by high musicianship and virtuoso
incursions. The concert was opened with "Spaceflight", which in turn was initiated by an atmospheric keyboard intro.
Gradually melodious guitars began, the track slowly increased, following a well landscaped tension, up to a song
provided with rich metal riffs. This was mixed with varied drum fills and short guitar solos for the finishing touch.
Intonation Safe
Above this finely arranged basic construct enthroned Rumpel's voice, which shone for the first time and at any other
point of the evening with unwavering intonation and expressiveness. A balanced counterpoint to the places having a
crunchy hardness, but with an always cleverly and imaginatively laid out instrumental foundation. A drum solo terminated
the "space flight".
This was followed by a multi-faceted concert where numerous peaceful sounds always found its way into the songs. The
deliberately slow and intricate scaled "Kaleidoscope" stood out by its accented rhythm, while the bright vocals of the
singer once more produced goosebumps. Further herein, the band supplied a prime example of a successful symbiosis
of technical requirement and catchy tunes.
Again and again, rousing double-guitar passages from Heiko Seibert and Greul were attracting attention. Philip Seibert's
deep, dark vocal lines in "Social War" brought in a great counterpoint to Rumpel's soprano voice, quiet, dreamily
outspread passages eased the song. Overall a stylistic device of the band, to provide their compositions with both: very
gentle, solemn and vigorously, demanding passages. This repeatedly ensured surprises and moments to marvel.
More than once the extremely sympathetic occurring band set clear statements against racism, the number "Next Level
Racism" was also dedicated to this issue. Neatly the frontwoman kept the tones with vocal onomatopoeia, while their
fellow musicians relied on fresh melodies.
Balladic tones in "Paradise" made the title for program, several times interrupted by short, high-contrast heavier guitars
before softly prevailing moods took over the reins again. The superior "Moor" bundled again all strengths of "DüsterLust"
before the final addition that left satisfied fans. Conclusion: An aspiring band that has a very own note, of which we will
certainly hear a lot in the future. (Marco Burgemeister, Translation by DüsterLust)

